
4 POEMS from: 

BLUE-TAIL FLY

The Finishing Thoughts of Festus Spencer as He Looks into the Camera 

Yspsilanti, MI (d. 1909) 

Berdans 1
st
 US. Sharpshooters 

Dense topsoil. 

Sieved field. 

Spruce forest. 

Blue bough. 

Apple-orchard mill. 

Cider-peel mulch. 

Autumn skim. 

Ashen smoke. 

The clear and warring water. 

Ships sunk low in the lake. 

Wild blueberries shook down. 

Licking the sweet stains free 

as a finch‟s whistle. 

Tiny pleasures, those are the ones: 

The clean line of a sheet tucked 

just so. Plain-spoken women 

broad-boned and tender – 

their scent rising like cut wood. 

The bit of the first fall apple. 

The first apple that falls. 

Will you remember who I was? 

Is my cap on straight? 



Private Smith’s Primer 

Early 1664/1874, the Massachusetts (Colored) Regiment 

Aa – is for the apples that clean the teeth after a crunch; A is for the arms we carry–a shovel for the 

earthen works, a ladle for dipping up the gruel, a hammer for putting up winter quarters; for the arms we 

lost and may no longer use to wrap „round the dying, or raise a hand to comfort our blue breasts; A is for 

the air we all draw, fair, nobody gets more than another; A is for the awful truth–ten dollars to their 

thirteen, though should a musket break our lines, our bodies will break as well; A is for the ash that fills 

the air with the stench of liver, throat, a string of guts like German sausages set a-sizzle, a-flame. 

Bb – is for the bees that killed that drummer boy when he stepped into a bush full of them–buzzing –

buzzing–bit into his legs that swelled huge as melons; B is for the blood that fills our mouths before 

battle, after battle; B is for the bush of her hair, the hair we dream and smell loosed from its tight plaits–

black bolls pushing out bountiful–a halo we pull toward our bosoms; B is for the blood smell of a young 

wife left waiting among the cobs; for the blood that soaks the bandages after a leg is freed from its source, 

for the blood that collects under the ribs and clots in the knee when we run ahead, barreling forward–

Forward brothers! 

Cc – is for the cat I know Major____found under his bunk, fat with kittens, it crawled in seeking a 

warm place; C is for the c oats we need, the cold cruel as any leather crop; C is for the candy of a 

woman‟s tongue–hard lick from a brown mouth; C is for the canteen, water cooling the battle thirst and 

the burn in the groin where the cloth rubs constantly against a man‟s sack; C is for that cavern of shades–

the valleys and trenches where Satan‟s teeth claim this human flesh, searching, My Lord, for a soul 

within. 



unhinging its might may 

to swallow and to purge– 

–doesn‟t God direct the beast

the view was glorious 

uplifting 

in the quick-wind slaps of a grey sky 

reflected off every tooth, point, and shaft 

even the sheen of our cloth 

what brilliant metal– 

the victory was ours 

assuredly– 

His great palm would spill us– 

like a grand cascade 

like Jericho‟s falling wall 

Gettysburg: Blue and Grey 

In the moment before battle 

that whale opened its gate 

O reluctant Jonah 

By the time I reached the ridge 

It was a marching song 

Pointed flags aloft 

We moved in armored waves 

A nor‟easter of blue 

The valley gleamed and I knew 

God‟s hand would sweep us 

Up and over them 

Glory! Halleluiah! 

Look-a-way! Look away– 



The White Immensities 

from: The Recollections of Jemison 

Jackson: Slave, Runaway, Freedman, 

Lecturer, Retired–Colored Infantry Union 

Army 

2. Cold Remembrance, 1864

That final winter it snowed in Tennessee 

enough to stiff a man‟s feet to cowhide. 

Sun didn‟t make a difference– 

it didn‟t seem to be the same sun. No 

heat. For days nothing melted. 

We walked in a powder whisper, 

and our hearts caught in the crack 

of snow and fallen icicles. 

An endless trample of boots 

over frozen streams, the cold 

so sharp it razored our coarse 

cloth. To the ice-encrusted trees 

I said, Wife come walk with me, 

but my dear had been chained  

to a white pine in Mississippi. 

To the blanched sky I called out, Lord 

I am but a man in your great, gelid 

hands, come cure this chill– 

but God‟s ear was taken up 

by the masters of severance. 
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4. Manumission (Some time after having learned to 

read)

The book left the feel of its spine 

on my fingertips, its turned edges– 

flushed my lips, brow, and cheek. Bereft 

until I found the means to secret it away 

with the others gathered in my small room 

(every shelf weighted, every drawer spilling 

its contents).  

In bed, I lie shamelessly 

among them–countless women, men– 

tasting the eggshell pages, courting the heavier 

sheets with their stenciled illustrations– 

a library I press to my breastbone and thighs. 

I blanket them as if to halt a draft. 

Is this excess? Culled from their bindings– 

life upon life–delivered. 
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